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Advanced Interlayer Solutions Division
Discover Our New Website and Find Inspiration!

 

We are thrilled to announce the launch of our redesigned Trosifol website, where
innovation, inspiration, and sustainability converge. Our commitment to sustainable
practices takes an important stage with our new Sustainability section, showcasing
our Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) for SentryGlas® and Trosifol® and
Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) reports which rigorously assess and measure the overall
environmental impact of our offerings throughout their entire life cycle. We believe
in creating advanced interlayer solutions that not only elevate your glazing projects
but also contribute to a greener future. 
 
 

 We invite you to embark on a journey of
innovation and sustainability. Our team
of experts is here to support you at
every step, providing guidance and
expertise for your past, present, and
future projects.
 
Experience the power of laminated
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glass and embrace sustainability with
AIS Kuraray. Join us on our new
website and be part of shaping a
brighter and greener future. 

 

Navigate through our intuitive and refreshed interface to explore a world of
possibilities. Within just a few clicks, you will find essential information, application-
specific products, and powerful calculators, including our Solutions Finder. Unleash
your creativity as you browse our extensive gallery, filled with success stories that
inspire and motivate you to surpass boundaries.
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At AIS Kuraray, we are proud to introduce a robust registration system that ensures
you receive personalized content tailored to your interests. Stay informed with our
"Laminated Glass News" and access essential safety datasheets at your
convenience.
 

 

Visit our new website at
www.trosifol.com and explore the
possibilities! 
And do not forget to contact us with any
questions you may have, relating to
past, present, or future projects. We are
always here to help!
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